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Feedback from Governments and other Beneficiaries

“The projects help us work in a collaborative way”

“The projects leverage our very constrained resources”

“The capacity building provided is eye opening and pioneering”

“IOM staff on these projects are very committed”
Ex-Post Evaluations: Key Findings of the Projects

**Relevant & Timely**

**Strategic** e.g. Policy and strategic information

**Cost effective** (low resourcing, big results)

**Pioneering**
Most times IOM is the first to do it

Need to continue to strengthen coordination among migration stakeholders

Sustainability
Challenges with post project viability

Knowledge & Skills Transfer always needs be incorporated

Realistic project scope needed

**Knowledge & Skills Transfer** always needs be incorporated

**Cost effective** (low resourcing, big results)

**Pioneering**
Most times IOM is the first to do it

**Strategy** e.g. Policy and strategic information

**Sustainability**
Challenges with post project viability
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